Early stage cancer cell invasion: signaling, biomarkers and therapeutic targeting.
The process of primary cancer invasion of distant organs is multifactorial and multistep. Successful therapeutic management of invasive cancers remains hampered by the multitude of overlapping signaling pathways that initiate and drive cancer cell migration. A crucial early event by which cancer cells switch from localized to invasive states is initiated by the acquisition of autonomous motile properties; a process driven by dynamic assemblies and disassemblies of multiple focal adhesion, cytoskeleton and motor proteins. Several of the protein complexes involved are tightly regulated through posttranslational modifications and intermolecular collisions with partners that occur in a time- and space-dependent manner. These concerted mechanisms are essential for the regulation of cell shape, cell polarity, and cell motility and migration in response to chemotactic signals. This review summarizes the current knowledge in the field and potential clinical implications for molecular pathology and cancer therapeutics. It is not meant to be comprehensive; aspects related to basic signaling are not dealt with extensively in this review. However, the reader is referred to excellent reviews that provide coverage of these topics.